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The Spanish furniture industry kicks the year in

force and style at the IMM Cologne 2017. No

wonder. Spanish furniture companies are

registering good results in most European

countries, where Spain’s brands are consolidating

their presence in both the retail and contract

markets.

The participation of Furniture & Design from Spain

in the German event, in all the most important halls

(Pure, Pure Editions, Prime, Smart, Comfort, Sleep

and the KitchenInteriors), is aimed at attracting

the German and Central European buyers and

specifiers who are visiting the show in search of

market-ready products for their retails and interior

design projects.

From the modern basics and the accessories to

designer items and stylish contemporary furniture,

Spain puts on display a unique array that reflects

modern lifestyles and set trends. It ‘s an excellent

offer that meets new living concepts and trends.

Here we give you a report of what is new and hot

in Spain’s stands. Get inspirations! Auf

Wiedersehen in Köln!
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Pure Editions 2.2
Capdell – Hall 2.2 Stand K029    

Zuzunaga – Hall 2.2 Stand M010

Pure Editions 3.2
Carmenes – Hall 3.2 Stand D031

Kettal – Hall 3.2 Stand F011

Nanimarquina – Hall 3.2 Stand F007

Treku – Hall 3.2 Stand D034

Pure 10.1
Discalsa – Hall 10.1 Stand C031

iSimar – Hall 10.1 Stand F060

Mobliberica – Hall 10.1 Stand E031

Novocuadro – Hall 10.1 Stand D027

Pilma Disseny – Hall 10.1 Stand F038

Pure 11.1
Gan – Hall 11.1 Stand E031/E033

Smart
Herstera Garden – Hall 7.1 Stand B012

Julià Grup – Hall 7.1 Stand C023

Suarez – Hall 8.1 Stand A024

Trasman Penedes – Hall 8.1 Stand B013

Comfort
Dina Tapizados – Hall 6.1 Stand C046

Fama – Hall 6.1 Stand C080

Sleep
Bedding Industrial – Hall 9.1 Stand B071

Ecus – Hall 9.1 Stand A053

Velamen – Hall 9.1 Stand A070
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PURE 

& PURE 

EDITIONS
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One of the best example of their method is the STIR 

lounge chair by Kazuko Okamoto that has received 

the RED DOT Award 2016 in the category design 

products. Inspired by the Japanese Okiagari Koboshi

lucky dolls, STIR features a semi-circular wooden 

base that is perfectly reflected by the symmetrical 

semi-circle of the enveloping arms.

As the artworks of the famous Spanish painter 

evoked by its name, the MIRÓ chair - a design by 

Claesson Koivisto Rune - is rich in shapes and 

colours. It features an ultra-thin plywood or beech 

wood frame and slender metal legs that come 

lacquered in different colours.

Sit, think, imagine. At CAPDELL the best ideas come always after a long period of reflection

and work. The Valencia-based company, which has been in the chair-making business for

over 40 years, strives to introduce innovative new designs that perfectly meet the needs of

professionals in the interior design field. CAPDELL’s chairs stand out for both their aesthetic

and functional features, which are the result of the incredible knack of the brand for blending

engineering techniques and hand-crafting expertise.
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www.capdell.com

Designed by the Polish Szpunar Studio, BELK is 

a collection of beautifully crafted chairs inspired 

by the Nordic design. The chairs are totally 

made of beech wood and are available in two 

versions: the dining chair with wooden or 

upholstered backrest and the lounge option 

which is wider and more comfortable. The seat 

cushion is secured to the structure by visible 

straps, acting as a contrast and an original 

decorative motif. 

Evocative, fresh, light, just as clouds are, 

CLOUD is a striking, slender stool that plays 

wittily with geometric shapes. The metal base is 

composed by vertical lines and a circular 

footrest, which acts as stabilizing element of the 

stool. Two circles come together to create the 

upholstered seat which conveys a soft, airy 

sensation and reflects a cloud-like shadow on 

the floor. A design by the Japanese Kazuko 

Okamoto, CLOUD is available in different colour

combinations and in two different sizes.

www.capdell.com
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Firmly committed from the start to great design, CARMENES is 

a market leader in the production of designer upholstered 

furniture. The firm boasts important collaborations with big 

names of the contemporary design scene, among them Lievore

Altherr Molina, Jorge Pensi, Lluís Codina, Mathias Hoffmann, 

Samuel Accoceberry and Hector Diego. These collaborations 

have resulted in products that stylishly combine comfort, 

beauty, durability and formal rigor. Although the use of the 

highest quality materials and cutting edge technologies are at 

the core of their brand philosophy, the firm doesn’t sacrifice the 

handcrafted elements that set its sofas apart and make them 

unique.

Designed by La Mamba, MASALA is a new collection of sofas 

and armchairs that pay tribute to experienced tailoring and 

woodworking. The dynamic lines of the exposed structure in 

American walnut wood emphasize the feeling of comfort and 

sturdiness while providing pieces with a strong, well-defined 

personality. Seat, backrest and armrests are filled with 

polyurethane foam of various densities and covered in a goose 

feather duvet. The collection features several pieces, from an 

individual armchair to a 4-seater sofa.
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www.carmenes.eu

With a cosy silhouette that invites to 

relaxation, the NUMERAL sofa is a refined 

addition to any room. It welcomes you in a 

friendly embrace provided by comfortable 

cushions and pillows which are supported 

by a strong and defined weight-bearing 

structure. Although its design is inspired 

by the sofas of the 50s, NORMAN meets 

new tastes and trends while maintaining a 

timeless aesthetic.

A design by Estudio Savage, NORMA is an 

elegant armchair that adds a dash of high-

fashion to lounge spaces.  Its sculptural 

design explores the contrast between soft 

and hard, with an inviting, upholstered 

core enveloped by a rigid exterior 

surround. A discreet edging highlights its 

soft lines accentuating its elegance. 

Upholsteries can be combined for a more 

personal look while the metal legs can 

come lacquered in different colours. 

www.carmenes.eu
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High tech innovation & luxe materials: a new design concept for 

ceramic top tables. With the new models, DISCALSA breaks with 

the cold, too much minimalistic look of former ceramic top tables, 

giving a spin to the design concept and bringing it to a new level. 

The incorporation of high tech materials and functionalities, as 

well as the new luxe finishes, has resulted into new table 

collections that are more decorative and perform beautifully in 

more exclusive ambiences. 

A key product of the new 2017 collection, FIOKKO is a rectangular 

table that strikes the perfect balance between noble wood, metal 

and ceramic, three different materials that add warmth and a 

natural appeal to its contemporary design. It is offered in 6 

different dimensions, in a fixed or extendible version. The angled 

legs, which combine aesthetic elegance with comfort and 

practicality, feature an interior side made of metal, while the 

exterior comes covered with different type of wood - lacquered 

ash wood, natural oak or natural walnut – for a warmer yet 

sophisticated effect.

The sleek profiles and the curved edges of its three main elements 

(legs, top, leaves) marry to provide the beautifully crafted ELYSE-

O ceramic top table with a more sensual and delicate aesthetic. It 

has an epoxy powder coated metal frame, a ceramic top with 

double extension slides in aluminium and is available in 10 sizes.
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www.discalsa.com

Featuring an appealing fusion of 

materials, the LENNA and 

BECCA chairs are a perfect 

complement to the new models 

of tables. Made of metal, wood 

(ash wood, oak or walnut) and a 

choice of refined fabrics, the two 

chairs are versatile and 

sophisticated enough to fit 

different environments and 

contexts.

Although they share the same 

aesthetic features, LENNA has a 

low backrest while BECCA 

stands out for its elegant 

silhouette with high backrest.

The chairs can be chosen 

completely upholstered or with a 

wooden shell that envelops a 

comfortable upholstered seat.

With oak legs, ELBA+ROBLE is a new “homey” version of the former ELBA table which has 

enjoyed great success in many European countries. In order to accentuate the warm, 

natural look of the table, ELBA+ROBLE is also offered with the new Venice oak finish that 

perfectly imitates the wild oak providing the ceramic top with its unique, authentic look. 

www.discalsa.com
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CADIZ by Chaput & Gijarro Studio. 

The idea behind the CADIZ armchair 

was to reinterpret, in a modern way, 

the popular and familiar bistro chair. 

The inviting design of the seat, 

together with its minimalist lines, 

provide the chair with a timeless yet 

universal look. Made of aluminium, 

CADIZ is stackable and available in 

29 colours and with two different 

versions of the seat: smooth or 

texturized.

Be Mediterranean! Focused on the hospitality market since its foundation in 1966, iSi mar has

specialized in manufacturing colourful collections of contemporary chairs, armchairs, stools

and tables for indoor and outdoor spaces. 100% manufactured in Spain with high-quality,

weather-resistant and recyclable materials, such as the galvanized steel and aluminum, the

contemporary furniture of the brand express versatility, quality and comfort. The passion of

the brands for the open air life and for the intriguing colours of the Mediterranean landscapes

is perfectly reflected in its collections that add always a playful vibrancy to indoor and

outdoor spaces.

The colour chart includes a choice of 29 different hues, 5 industrial metal finishes and 15

compact table tops. Bright colors, natural tones or metallic textures are applicable through

the entire range of products.
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www.isimar.es

The design of the OLIVO armchair is 

inspired by olive trees, a key element of the 

Mediterranean landscape and culture. The 

chair is made of galvanized steel and is 

offered in 29  colours to match different 

ambiences and tastes.

Fresh, fun, vibrant, the CORSICA table 

conveys perfectly the Mediterranean lifestyle 

while evoking the sunny landscape and the 

cool appeal of the French island. Its organic 

design recalls the organic shapes of pebbles, 

which are a featured element of the 

Mediterranean coasts. The table is made of 

powder coat galvanized steel and is available 

in 29 colours.  Perfect to complement the 

chairs, armchairs and stools of the iSi mar 

catalogue.

Inspired by the soft and organic lines of the 

dunes of the Bolonia beach (Tarifa), a natural 

monument since 2001, the BOLONIA chairs 

and stools make a perfect, elegant seat to 

relax both in indoor and outdoor spaces. 

They are made of galvanized wires and 

lacquered with polyester powder coat. 

www.isimar.es
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The outdoor furniture of KETTAL, a family-owned 

furniture manufacturer based in Spain, is timeless, 

elegant and also environment-friendly. Designed by 

some of the biggest names of the international 

design scene, KETTAL’s furniture represents the 

contemporary culture and provides solutions to the 

emerging needs of modern life. Their outdoor 

range, which looks great also indoors,  is made from 

natural materials that are weather resistant and that 

are incredibly stylish too. 

With its scenographic presence, KETTAL CALA is a 

high-backed chair designed by Doshi-Levien and 

inspired by the iconic Emanuelle. It features a 

powder-coated aluminum frame knitted with rope. 

The wide selection of metal coatings, rope colours

and cushion fabrics offer many possibilities to tailor 

it for different interior projects. Legs come in two 

options: teak legs or aluminium pedestal. 

KETTAL STAMPA, the outdoor chair created by 

Ronan & Erwan Bourroullec, pushes the properties 

of aluminium, thanks to a cutting-edge technology 

that transforms sheet metal into a material with an 

openwork design. 
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www.kettal.com

Specifically created for great enjoyment in 

the outdoors, the KETTAL RIVA by Jasper 

Morrison  follows a long tradition of similarly 

built outdoor chairs. The plank construction 

of seats and backrest has been designed to 

maximized comfort while enhancing the 

beauty of pieces. The collection includes a 

club chair, armrest chairs, a dining table, side 

tables, a 2-seat and 3-seat sofa, all of them in 

teakwood.

With KETTAL ROLL Patricia Urquiola does 

away with the typical design of upholstered 

chairs. She has achieved to convert a 

conventional backrest into two independent 

roll cushions fastened to the structure by 

colourful fabric straps. A powered-coated 

aluminum frame supports the seat and back 

cushions, which are available in a range of 

bright colours that can contrast with the 

straps.

KETTAL GEOMETRICS FABRICS by Doshi

Levien consists of a range of jacquard fabrics 

with five geometric patterns in bold colours

designed to match the materials, textures and 

discreet shades of all Kettal Collections.

www.kettal.com
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Dynamic & innovative. From its factory located in 

Crevillent (Alicante, Spain), the firm has developed new 

concepts and collections for both the DRESSY and 

MOBLIBERICA catalogues. New table collections are 

characterized by a wide range of ceramic tops with 

finishes that imitate cements, rust or marble. Made of 

inorganic materials, ceramic tops are ultra-resistant, 

smooth and unalterable and are offered in an extensive 

choice of colour options for customization and 

adaptation to different interior schemes.

DRESSY Collection

Inspired by industrial designs of the 50s, JOIN is a 

collection of coffee tables with ceramic tops which 

come in different shapes: oval, round, square or 

rectangular. The structure is made of metal and is 

offered lacquered in different colours.

Enveloping yet elegant, the LAP chairs come with 

different leg options, metallic, wooden (natural beech or 

ash) or lacquered. The removable upholsteries are also 

available in different colours allowing mix-and-match 

them for a cooler look. LAP is offered in two 

configurations: lacquered polyurethane or totally 

upholstered in Kvadrat fabrics.
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www.mobliberica.com

Attractive and highly refined, the KEDUA chair features a subtle design and great attention 

to detail. Its arms open as if it is about to invite us to sit down and relax. The slender cone-

shaped tubular metal legs are offered in 30 different colours that can match with the 

upholstery or simply create intriguing contrasts. The shell is completed by an upholstered 

seat that provides great comfort.

MOBLIBERICA 

Collection

The KÖLN chair by 

YONOH is a 

timeless piece that 

matches different 

ambiences thanks 

to its smart design. 

It features a 

metallic structure 

with a comfortable 

upholstered shell.

www.mobliberica.com
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NOVOCUADRO reinvents 

decorative art. The Spanish firm 

has made a name for itself in the 

interior decoration market for its 

ever-evolving collection of 

original, fine and contemporary 

artworks created mainly by 

Spanish artists. Its team of art 

experts works directly with 

architects, interior designers and 

property developers to offer 

exclusive art works that include 

oil, watercolour, gouache, and 

acrylic paintings, mixed 

techniques on canvas or wooden 

tables, engravings, lithographs etc. 

Themes and styles range from 

abstract and figurative to 

landscape and cityscape and the 

street art.
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www.novocuadro.com

In its workshop, the brand 

also designs and 

manufactures a wide range 

of handcrafted frames to 

meet the needs and tastes 

of every client. Wall art, 

frames and service are 

tailored to the brief of 

professionals and expertly 

chosen to meet their design 

expectations. 

The philosophy of the 

brands is based on enabling 

clients to create and design 

their own personal space in 

such a way that the original 

wall arts can catch the eye 

and be enjoyed. The 

extended choice offers 

endless possibilities to 

beautifully complement the 

decoration and create great 

impact.

www.novocuadro.com
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Founded in 1947 by skilled cabinetmaker Jesus 

Aldabaldetrecu, the Basque country-based 

TREKU, which is now one of the leading brands in 

the contemporary furniture industry, is recognized 

for practical high quality sideboards, tables and 

beds that can be customized to meet the taste 

and needs of clients. All the products are made 

from solid wood that is sourced exclusively from 

reforested woodlands. The careful execution of 

furniture results in the timeless and sophisticated 

quality of each product, featuring unique and 

playful elements of colour and intrigue. 

Designed by Angel Martí & Enrique Delamo,  

AURA has been conceived as a collection of 

sideboards and furniture for stylish living and 

dining rooms and entrance halls. Its retro design is 

inspired by the Nordic design culture, which is 

well-known for subtly combining tradition, natural 

textures and large doses of modernity. The result: 

a collection full of memories that gives off a very 

modern aura. It is made of walnut and oak wood  

that can be combined with a range of lacquers in 

neutral and earthy tones for a more natural and 

casual look. 
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www.treku.es

LAUKI by Ibon Arrizabalaga. It is made up of multiple boxes that can be arranged in endless 

configurations: aligned on the floor, piled up or wall-mounted. Pieces are available in a wide 

range of sizes, finishes and functions (drawers, doors, open modules, etc.) that makes it 

possible to create a lot of different designs.

Although visually simple, the design includes some complicated features, such as the discreet 

half-centimetre frame that surrounds each box incorporating the push-to-open mechanism. 

www.treku.es
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www.treku.es

www.treku.es
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COMFORT
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Featuring a  mix of straight and rounded 

lines and a boxy shape, the BALUMA sofa 

makes a big statement in any lounge 

space. The fixed cushioned back and the 

elaborate, oversize armrests provide 

maximum comfort and style. 

A contemporary, almost architectural, 

interpretation of mid-century models, the 

PETIT armchair features a clean, elegant 

design that perfectly matches any 

environment. The spacious frame sits on 

cone-shaped chrome-plated legs, but for 

an ultra-modern statement a swivel base 

is also available.

Exclusive sofas for special places. BASSOH is the new brand of DINA, a company with

over 40 years’ experience in manufacturing fabric sofas for contemporary living spaces.

BASSOH represents a step forward in the evolution of the company which decided to

target new markets through bigger investments in technology and design.

100% made in Spain, sofas feature a structure made of pine wood and MDF, while seats

are filled with polyurethane foam 35 kg/cu.m covered by anti-mite fibers. The

upholstery range includes different options of fabric and leather covers.
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www.bassoh.com

The BLOCK sofa is built for absolute personal comfort. Have a look at its two-position 

backrest, the deep plush seats and the generous armrests and you soon realized that it’s 

simply the best for the lounge hours. The range of colours available and the wooden legs, 

which can come lacquered in any colour, ensure BLOCK is perfectly suited to your 

personal style and home decor. In addition to this, the backrest covers are removable for 

easy cleaning.

A modern take on the club 

chair, the TATUM armchair is 

an ideal single seater for 

contemporary spaces. Its 

compact squared-off design is 

smartly softened by the curved 

profile of the armrests. 

Structured lines and a 

generous seat depth provide 

the armchair with exceptional 

comfort while creating 

contrasts with the slim frame. 

Made of ash wood, legs come 

natural or painted in any colour

according to the taste of 

clients. 

www.bassoh.com
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Inspired by the mid-century designs, 

ASTORIA is a seating programme that 

features a refined timeless aesthetic made of 

soft lines and charming decorative elements, 

such as the deep-buttoned backrest and the 

classic-inspired legs, a reminiscence of those 

of the 17th century.

Ultra-comfortable for table-talk and after-

dinner entertainment with family and friends, 

GINGER & FRED are the new nice chair duo 

of FAMA. They have been specifically 

designed to change the look of home dining 

spaces by providing elegant designs, 

functionality and exceptional comfort. They 

promise, you won’t want to leave after 

dinner…

Very comfortable sofas that are made for living. With innovative technologies as driving forces

of their manufacturing processes, and experience and superb craftsmanship at the heart of

their production, the Yecla-based FAMA prides itself on designing excellent quality sofas that

achieve the perfect balance between contemporary style and luxurious comfort. They come in

a wide choice of shapes, sizes and fabrics, so that clients can create their own sofa and adapt it

to their needs and to the style of their home décor. The FAMA catalogue includes sofas suites,

with corner units and chaise longues, relax armchairs, You&Me armchairs, recliners, chairs and

tables and a new line of outdoor furniture.
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www.fama.es

A new sofa-bed, different from any other model in the market. Thanks to a patented 

motorized opening system, which can be controlled directly from a Smartphone, INDY is 

easily convertible into an amazing 140cm x 200cm bed. In addition to this, an ingenious 

motorised backrest system allows you to adjust the depth of the sofa and the position of 

the back, so that it can be used as a recliner sofa for 4 people.

Technology has really changed 

our habits and lifestyle and has 

also generated new needs. 

Electronic devices for example 

need to be kept charged and 

so at FAMA they had a bright 

idea: why not fusing a side 

table, a lamp and a simple 

mobile charging system?

And there you are: CONEC-

TABLE, just to keep everything 

you need close at hand while 

you are lounging …

www.fama.es
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www.fama.es

www.fama.es
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SLEEP
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The mattresses of the 

ECUSHOME collection are all 

manufactured using the last 

generation of materials and 

new sleep technology: 

Multispring® pocketed springs, 

fabrics with a variety of 

properties (silver, silk, satin, 

organic cotton, reborn, PCM), 

foam gels, memory foam, 

latex, cotton, wool, etc.

TRIANON,  a luxe mattress for 

a superb sleeping experience, 

is a new addition to the 

catalogue. 

Sink into a dream, every night. With the new line of Ecus’ mattresses there are no limits

to a great night’s sleep. The Spanish company, from its factory based in Yecla (Murcia,

Spain), provides innovative solutions for the sleep and rest hours since its foundation in

1989. The range of products is wide and encompasses mattresses for adults, babies and

children; beds, including storage beds, beds with lift-up bases, slatted bed bases and

headboards; bedding and other sleep products; sofa-beds and armchairs.

The AU LIT collection offers a wide variety of versatile storage beds, upholstered bases

and headboards that allow to create practical yet beautiful bedrooms. Play and combine

headboards and beds with the wide choice of fabrics and colours of the ECUS’ chart to

match your bed with your room ambience.
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www.ecussleep.com

ECUSGREEN collection. Responding to a new demand for more sustainable and

environmentally responsible products, ECUS has created the GREEN Collection which is

produced by using natural and eco-friendly materials and processes. Nevertheless, the

collection is not only focused on minimal environmental impact, but also offers customers

awesome options at affordable prices.

Simple Living. A two sided mattress with 

HR foam layers and Multispring Core for 

a good body support. The tufted 

sleeping surface is covered in satin fabric 

(70/ viscose, 30% elastane) for an extra 

soft touch.

Oasis of Peace. With a handmade tufted 

upholstery and a perimeter frame in foam 

that improves the evaporation, freshness 

and hygiene of the mattress, Oasis of 

Peace is a two sided mattress that 

combine Multispring Techonology and 

Micropocket layers for a better lumbar 

support and air-flow.

SMARTY, the high-tech 

mattress. Connected to a 

smartphone, it can optimize 

the quality of sleep and control 

environmental factors such as 

temperature or humidity.

Integrated sensors placed 

inside the mattress and the 

patented Smarty application 

make it possible to track the 

sleep cycles, collect data and 

analyze them in order to 

ensure a highly personalized 

sleep experience.

www.ecussleep.com
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Facts & 

Figures
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Preliminary figures for 2016 indicate that Spain’s exports of furniture have increased

by +11.2% over the previous year’s figures, amounting to 1,714 million euros at the end

of October.

Rich in styles and ranges and with a unique emotional approach, Furniture from Spain

has consolidated its presence in four EU countries: France, Portugal, Germany and the

United Kingdom, which rank 1st to 4th among Spain’s major markets and concentrate

almost 50% of total exports.

Country 2016/2015

% increase

France +15.4%

Portugal +22.8%

Germany +0.1%

United Kingdom +7.2%

USA +23.1%

Italy +28.1%

The Netherlands +11.6%

Morocco +18.7%

Main markets

for Furniture

from Spain

According to the most recent World Furniture Outlook 2015, released by CSIL (Centre

for Industrial studies, Milan, Italy, December 2016), Germany is Europe’s leading

importer of furniture and one of the strongest sales markets in the world. It is also a

key market for all those Spanish companies that want to strengthen their presence in

the Central Europe area. Over the latest years, exports of Spanish furniture to the

German market has increased notably and Germany is now the third biggest partner

of Spain with a market share of 8.2% over the total.

Encouraging growths have also been registered in other main markets, such as

Portugal (+22.8%), the United Kingdom (+7.2%) and the US market (+23.1%), which

ranks now 5th.

Remaining in Central Europe, the Netherlands earned the 7th position in the ranking,

with imports of Spanish furniture growing by 10% to 60.1 million euros. Exports have

also increased in Switzerland (+2.6%), which ranks now 13th. After years of upward

trend, the export to Belgium, another main market for Spanish furniture, has slightly

decreased by 0.4%. Exports to Poland (+40.1%) and Sweden (+8.0%) have also

increased significantly.

For more information, please contact ANIEME (Spanish National Association Furniture Manufacturers &

Exporters): info@anieme.com

SOURCE: Estacom / ANIEME

mailto:info@anieme.com
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